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It has been a difficult year for literally everyone on

earth, and despite the magic of books, libraries

cannot escape this reality. With the worldwide

situation gradually brightening up, we hope to

reclaim the lost time in the past year and strive to

organise more online and offline activities for our

students and colleagues in the coming year while

taking all necessary precautions. Aside from the

regular activities such as training sessions and

database trials, we have been preparing for some

truly exciting new projects which will be held

throughout the year. We cannot wait to meet you in

the coming events!  
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With the commencement of the 2nd semester, Library has conducted 2 information

literacy training sessions for Master and PhD students respectively. 

Titled Information Literacy: Utilising Academic Database for Efficient Research, the

research seminar for Master students was held on 28 January. Highlighting the

significance of evaluating sources and the What, Where and How of academic

research, students are more familiar with Library resources including advanced

database such as Scopus. 

In addition to the seminar for Master students, an orientation session was given in the

Taipa Campus Library on 13 January to welcome our new PhD student and to assist

them with their research needs.   

One of our highest priorities has always been the promotion of information literacy in

different stages of student's academic career. With a step-by-step approach, students

will be able to sharpen their information literacy skills progressively, which is crucial not

only for their academic path, but also for exceling in today's information explosion era. 
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Information Literacy Sessions for
Postgraduate Students
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Various Online
Training Sessions

Online training sessions continued in

2021. Arranged by a variety of academic

organisations, these virtual trainings

include Author IDs and Profiles: Ways to

Enhance Research Visibility Workshop

(Asia Pacific) on 2 March tailored for

researchers, and the ProQuest Series in

mid to late March. The  ProQuest

Dissertations & Theses Global (Basic and

Advanced) on 16 March targets

postgraduate students,  while  ProQuest

Ebook Central and Primo Discovery

Service on 22 and 26 March respectively

are suitable for bachelor students.

While our students are always learning,

Library staff will also need to keep up

with them. In the last few months, Library

staff has been attending multiple

seminars such as Funding Your

Research: Keys to Increasing Grant

Success Rates, IFLA Asia-Pacific Regional

Webinar on Libraries and the SDGs,

Launch of the QS World University

Rankings by Subject 2021, only to name

a few. Other virtual trainings on

databases and solutions including

Scopus, Ebsco Stacks, Nexis Uni,

Endnote, etc, were also held.

Library Staff Training

https://bit.ly/3aTa89v
http://libproxy.ift.edu.mo:2048/login?url=http://search.proquest.com/pqdtglobal?accountid=79627
http://libproxy.ift.edu.mo:2048/login?url=https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/iftmacau/home.action?ebraryDocId=null
https://ift-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/search?vid=853IFT
https://elsevier.zoom.us/webinar/register/tJ0qdu-trTouH92smSIybciCaFTBJ3ewMhA3/success?act=cancel&user_id=u7sPWvN4RZao4zwoBVomFg
https://www.ifla.org/FR/node/93636
https://www.qs.com/portfolio-items/launch-qs-world-university-rankings-by-subject-2021/
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For the month of March, Library has

arranged a trial for Nexis Uni. The

research tool has over 15,000 news,

business and legal sources in which

users can look for news articles, cases,

law reviews, company information,

country information, publications and

more in the U.S. and around the globe. 

Some interesting features includes

Company Search (finding the profile of  

public or private company, including

annual revenue, executive contacts,

employee rating, etc), Country Info

(reviewing a country/region’s recent

news stories and economic overview)

and BMI Country Risk Report

(exploring a country/region’s various

fiscal forecasts, SWOT analysis and

more).

Trial: Nexis Uni

Both Mong-ha and Taipa Campus

Library are now equipped with an

interactive digital signage. On top of

functioning as a display screen for

Library's latest news and updates,  it also

acts as the interactive monitor in which

users are able to flip through our

recommended ebooks and magazines. 

With the improvement on hardware,

Library is able to better promote our

existing services and resources to users. 

Interactive Digital
Signage

https://bit.ly/3k0oVCl


Want to be a part of Nexus ?

Feel free to drop us an email if
you are interested in writing for
us. It can be a short article,
book review or anything related
to the library!

'Sustainable development' is not merely an academic or practitioner's concept. It is

highly related to the ways we design and organize our society and its values. It is

related to the choices that we make today such as policies that we make, strategies

that we develop, and activities that we carry out. Why the concern about this? Because,

what we choose to do today, may have an impact tomorrow and determine our future.

Sustainable Development: 
Let Us Think About It!

Dr. Sandeep Basnyat
Assistant Professor, School of Tourism Management

Story:
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The industrial revolution, which took place from the 18th to 19th centuries, was

considered the period of remarkable development. It transformed many European

countries and the United States from a rural agricultural society to modern

industrialized nations, as they started to use machines, chemical manufacturing

processes and steam power, among others, for mass production of goods. It was only

around the mid-19th century when many of these western countries began to realize

the negative impacts of their industrial and economic activities, especially, on the

environment and society. Uncontrolled urbanization, air and water pollution,

widespread outbreak of diseases such as cholera, the emergence of new radical

philosophies that undermined the traditional cultural values, and child labour, among

others, erupted as some of the common, but major, environmental and social problems

in many countries. Since then, the idea of sustainable development, protecting the

environment and society while engaging in economic activities, came into existence.

Now, it is considered an essential prerequisite that countries should include while

formulating their development plans. 

Oliver asking for more. From the book "The Adventures of Oliver Twist" by Charles Dickens.
[Illustration]. Retrieved from Encyclopædia Britannica ImageQuest.
https://quest.eb.com/search/312_1014275/1/312_1014275/cite

https://quest.eb.com/search/312_1014275/1/312_1014275/cite
https://quest.eb.com/search/312_1014275/1/312_1014275/cite
https://quest.eb.com/search/312_1014275/1/312_1014275/cite
https://quest.eb.com/search/312_1014275/1/312_1014275/cite


In the simplest term, the United Nations (UN) defines sustainable development as the

“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of

future generations to meet their own needs”. In order to meet the needs of the present

as well as the future generation, as the UN says, all three elements of sustainable

development: economy, society and the environment, should be considered, as they

are interconnected and are crucial for the well-being of an individual as well as

societies. As an effort to promote sustainable development, all UN member countries

adopted 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in 2015 through which they

expressed their commitment to end poverty, protect the planet and improve the lives

and prospects of everyone.
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Improving the lives and prospect of people involves creating awareness and making

improvements in a wide range of areas including education. From an 8-year long

global survey, The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

(UNESCO), in 2018, found that students are not only increasingly being interested in

sustainable development, but they also want their universities to take appropriate

actions and initiatives concerning it. UNESCO quoted that while 91% agreed that their

'place of study should actively incorporate and promote sustainable development’,

70% wanted sustainable development to be 'incorporated and promoted through all

courses'. So, what can we do to promote sustainable development?

http://bit.ly/3eZaPAB
http://bit.ly/3eZaPAB


One of the easiest things we all can do is to become aware of this global issue and also

‘help’ by making others aware. The more we become aware of the importance of

sustainable development, the more likely we will adhere to it. Let us have more

conversations and debates on this. Let us express our thoughts and opinions on

sustainable development in social media where we post our views on various other

aspects. Let us read and/or write an article on this subject. We can also include

sustainable development as a part of our project or assignment. There are numerous

things we can do to promote awareness about sustainable development if we want to.

Let us think of it for a while, and make a decision. Because, what we choose to do

today, may have an impact tomorrow and determine our future. 
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Sandeep joined IFTM in 2017. His research areas of interest include employee

relationships; human resource management; work and working conditions; and

emotion, emotional labour and labour sustainability in the tourism and hospitality

industry.



Adjacent to the city’s contemporary art museum and music centre, the inauguration of

Helsinki Central Library Oodi in December 2018 complemented the cultural hub of

central Helsinki. It is both a highlight in the library sector as well as an adoration among

architects. The building’s combination of wood, steel and glass echoes the Library’s

character of tradition, modern and contemporary. Although it is quite a charming

construction, the library is much more than its look.

On the Road is a new column in Nexus in which we will be exploring extraordinary

libraries around the globe. In a time where travelling is limited, we believe bibliophiles

and traveloholic alike will be happy to venture with us. In the first issue, we will be

visiting one of the most discussed contemporary libraries in Scandinavia – the Helsinki

Central Library Oodi in Finland.

On the Road:
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Helsinki Central Library Oodi (Finland)

Helsinki Central Library Oodi (Photo Courtesy of: Maarit Hohteri)

https://www.hamhelsinki.fi/en/
https://musiikkitalo.fi/en/
https://www.oodihelsinki.fi/en/
https://www.oodihelsinki.fi/en/for-media/


The 2nd floor is for creation and connection. Fitted with 3D printers, laser cutters, and

sewing machines, the equipment can be reserved and used by all. This floor also

features a recording studio, photo studio, lecture hall and meeting rooms. Gamers

would be delighted to learn that there is also a soundproof game room in the tech-

savvy library, which is equipped with VR console, PlayStation, Xbox and more gaming

devices. 
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Exterior (Photo Courtesy of: Kuvio) Restaurant  (Photo Courtesy of: Risto Rimppi)

3D Printers (Photo Courtesy of: Jonna Pennanen) Children Area (Photo Courtesy of: Risto Rimppi)

Entering Oodi, visitors are greeted by a dynamic and energetic atmosphere. Seen

through the giant glass walls, the ground floor is a continuation of the outdoor public

plaza. It is a place for people. The ground floor is also home to a restaurant and a movie

theatre which is run by the National Audiovisual Institute. Although this may not sound

like your traditional library which is filled with books and books only, these features are

crucial in giving users a reason to entry the library in the first place. 

https://www.oodihelsinki.fi/en/for-media/
https://www.oodihelsinki.fi/en/for-media/
https://www.oodihelsinki.fi/en/for-media/
https://www.oodihelsinki.fi/en/for-media/


Named Book Heaven, the 3rd floor is the typical

library where one usually associates with printed

books and periodicals. It is an ideal place for

reading and contemplation. Overlooking the

spectacular view of a park, the balcony at the 3rd

floor is particularly popular during the precious

Scandinavian Summer.

Central to all of the above is the community in

which everyone is sharing the space. Library is no

longer a solemn “white cube” for scholars of the

ivory tower. Oodi is an intentionally open space

for the Finns and everyone alike to meet, gather

and network, which is especially essential in the

age of sharing economy.
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3rd floor (Photo Courtesy of: Tuomas Uusheimo) 

Balcony 
(Photo Courtesy of: Tuomas Uusheimo)

http://ala.fi/work/helsinki-central-library/
http://ala.fi/work/helsinki-central-library/


To achieve this goal, the community, who is also the end-user, is involved  in the initial

planning stage from day one. Beyond the function of a traditional library's circulation

service, Oodi also offers a variety of other services and facilities for the vast community,

which helps to bring together people from all walks of life. Regardless of who you are,

there is always something for you to do in Oodi. 

Website of Oodi (Photo Courtesy of: Helsinki Central Library Oodi)
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Interior (Photo Courtesy of: Andrey Shadrin) Interior (Photo Courtesy of: Daniel Leiviskä)

https://www.oodihelsinki.fi/en/
https://www.oodihelsinki.fi/en/for-media/
https://www.oodihelsinki.fi/en/for-media/


This concept of community and sharing is the contemporary perspective of today and

the growing vision of the future for libraries around the globe, and the new Macao

Central Library also shares the same approach. Recently announced by the Cultural

Affairs Bureau, the selected proposal for the new Macao Central Library focuses on

sharing and inclusiveness where the new library will be "available for the entire

population". It will be "closely associated with life" and will be a place where "everyone

can have a sense of belonging". Their press release noted:

 "In the future, in terms of meeting the needs of all ages, diversification and life, the

new Macao Central Library will integrate diversified and inclusive features and will

become the city’s knowledge centre for reading, communication, learning, leisure

and creativity development, as well as a smart library integrated with information

technology."

 

Estimated to be inaugurated earliest in late 2024 to 2025, let's await the new Macao

Central Library to bring vitality and connect local libraries with each and everyone of

the community.
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Infographic for New Macao Central Library
 (Photo Courtesy of: ICM)

Infographic for New Macao Central Library
 (Photo Courtesy of: ICM)

https://www.icm.gov.mo/en/News/detail/19272
https://www.icm.gov.mo/cn/News/detail/19270
https://www.icm.gov.mo/cn/News/detail/19270
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Illustration of New Macao Central Library (Photo Courtesy of: Mecanoo)
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